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A. Multiple Choice Questions 

1. Which is a vector based graphical printing device? 

 a. Printers  b. Plotters   c. Scanners  d. Light pen 

2. Which device scans images, documents and saves them on a computer as a digital image? 

 a. MICR      b. Joystick       c. Scanner               d. None of these  

3. Which type of plotter is used to produce continuous output such as plotting earthquake activity ? 

 a. Drum Plotter  b. Flatbed Plotter c. Disk platters  d. None of these 

4. The diameter of the standard CD is …………… 

 a. 70 mm  b. 80 mm    c. 120 mm   d. 180 mm 

5. The data of transmission rate of a DVD is faster than………………….  

 a. Blu – ray Disk   b. CD – ROM     

 c. Hard Disk     d. Memory stick 

B. Fill in the blanks 

1. ……………………… is used to read characters from a printed page to the computer   

2. A CD can hold up to  ………………………………. MB of data whereas DVD can hold up to 

……………………………….GB of data  

3. Memory stick was launched by …………………………………….. in October 1993.  

4. ……………………… is a new optical disk format that is rapidly replacing DVD  

5. The ……………………… prints its output on special heat sensitive paper.   

C. State True or False  

1. Bar code reader is an input device used for marking objective type questions  

2. There are two types of printers  

3. A Flatbed plotter is also known as Roller plotter 

4. A microphone is an input device used to record and store sound into a computer  

 



5. There are 12 Function keys on the keyboard   

ANSWERS: 

QA: 

1. b 

2. c 

3. a 

4. c 

5. b 

QB:  

1. OCR 

2. 900,17 

3. sony 

4. Blue-raydisk 

5. Thermal printer 

QC: 

1. F 

2. T 

3. F 

4. T 

5.T 

 


